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Spatial characterization of species and ecosystems  effective 
biodiversity management 
Complex concepts; high level computing skills
NSCI 6743/6715 Geographic Information Systems
NSCI 7736 Applied Geographic Information Systems
Lecture and tutorials with practical exercises
Assignments and project
Inadequate learner preparation and skills
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Enhanced delivery of GIS courses
Objectives:
To create learning objects on selected GIS topics
To determine the suitability and usefulness of learning objects as a 
component of e-learning
Research Goal and Objectives
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A learning object is "a collection of content items, 
practice items, and assessment items that are combined 
based on a single learning objective".[Barrit et al., 1999]
Digital “chunks” of knowledge
Small, reusable, self-contained, may be aggregated, has 
metadata/contextual information
Typically 2 minutes to 15 minutes
Definition
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Design
Develop
Deploy
Evaluate
Development process
• Lectures
• Screen capture/movies of GIS procedures
Content Development
• Adobe Creative Suite
• Adobe Captivate
• Powerpoint
Software
• PDF
• Moodle
Deployment
• Survey Monkey
Evaluation
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LOs in teaching GIS
Lectures
Laboratory (GIS Exercises/Tasks)
Conceptual LOs
Procedural LOs
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LO1: Geographic Coordinate Systems
Learning Objective: 
Describe geographic 
coordinate systems
Content: Powerpoint
slides, animation of 
concepts
Assessment: Quiz
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LO2: Map Editing in ArcGIS
Learning Objective: Create a polygon feature in a GIS
Content: Captured screen interaction of map editing 
(adding an new feature)
Assessment: Accurate results in ArcGIS map
ArcGIS
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LO3: Differential Global Positioning Systems
Learning Objective: Describe differential GPS
Content: Powerpoint slides, animation of 
concepts
Assessment: Quiz
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LO4: Unsupervised Image Classification 
Learning Objective: Classify satellite images using 
unsupervised classification method
Content: Captured screen interaction of unsupervised 
classification using IDRISI
Assessment: Accurate results/output of IDRISI
Original Exercise
Modified with Screenshots
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By-products
•Projected Coordinate Systems
•Borrowing an ArcGIS License
•Copying from a USB to the H: Drive
•Supervised Classification
•Creating a Geodatabase
•Opening Arcmap
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Evaluation/LO (Survey 
Monkey) – ongoing
Low response levels
Different survey for 
procedural LOs
Overall course 
evaluation
Evaluation
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Computing task LO
Development using Full Version of Adobe Captivate
Alternate delivery methods (Facebook, Youtube)
Integrate with GIS research
Further on
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